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ABSTRACT. We prove that the free boundary of a solution of the porous

media equation, with compactly supported initial data, is real analytic after

the waiting time. The proof uses the maximal regularity theory of Da Prato

and Grisvard.

1. Introduction.  Consider the Cauchy problem for the porous media equation,

m (ut = (um)xx, xeR,t>0,

\ u(x,0) = uo(x),    x e R.

We assume that uo is continuous, nonnegative and that {x| uq(x) > 0} is a bounded

interval.

It is known that problem (1) has a unique weak solution, which in general is not

a classical solution. This solution is continuous and nonnegative on [0, oo) x R.

For fixed t > 0, u(t, ■) has compact support and there are functions C±(i) such

that

{o;| «(*,*) >0} = (í_(í), ?+(*)).

These functions c±(£) are known to be locally Lipschitz functions of t > 0, such

that ç+(<) and — C-(£) are nondecreasing. The curves x = ç±(i) are called the free

boundaries of the solution u(i, x).

There exist numbers t± > 0 such that c±(i) is constant for t < t± and strictly

monotone for t >t±. These numbers t± are the so-called waiting times for c+ and

c-.
We refer to the survey article of Aronson [3] for more references and background

information on the free boundaries c±.

In [5] Caffarelli and Friedman have shown that on c±(i) is a C1 function of

(£±,oo).

Recently Aronson and Vazquez [4], and Höllig and Kreiss [6] have improved this

result by showing that c± is actually C°° on (i±,oo).

Our main result is the following.

THEOREM 1.   On (max(í+,í_),oo) c+ andç- are real analytic functions.

The proof consists of three steps. First we write problem (1) as an abstract

parabolic initial value problem in the sense of Da Prato and Grisvard [7]. The

theory in [7] then allows us to conclude that problem (1) generates a local semiflow

in a suitable Banach space.   Thus one obtains a local existence result.   An easy
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argument involving the analytic dependence of solutions on parameters allows one

to conclude that these local solutions are real analytic.

In the second step one shows that the local semiflow is actually a global semiflow.

This amounts to establishing a priori estimates on a Holder norm of um~1{úm~1)xx

in the interval [C-(£)>C+(i)]-

These two steps allow us to prove Theorem 1 with the extra assumption that

for some t after the waiting time u{t, ■) has a certain amount of smoothness (to be

specified below).

The final step of the proof then invokes a recent estimate of Aronson and Vazquez

(namely that ium~l)xx is bounded) in order to show that u(i, •) has the required

smoothness for arbitrary small t > max(t+, i_), so that we can conclude analyticity

of C±(i) for t > max(£+,i_).

2. Local existence and analyticity. It will be convenient to work with

v — mu"1"1 instead of u. We have

(2) vt=vvxx-\-~(vx)2.
m — I

Next we consider the function

V(t,?) = v(t,q-±±± + ±^±cosíiSJ (£GR,i>0).

A direct computation shows that V formally satisfies

(3) Vt =  (—?—)     T-T7 (V« - cot WÙ + —^T (-ÍV)
\C+-C-/    [sin2^     " m-l\smtj

(l+COs£)Z- + (1 - COS t)Z+       Ve

<+ - C- sin f

where Z±{t) = i±{t).

Although the transformation x —♦ t nas turned the relatively simple equation

(2) into the more complicated (3) one should note the following:

(a) V{t, ■) is a 27T periodic even function.

(b) The free boundary x = ç+ (f_) corresponds to t = * + 2ttZ (0 + 27rZ), and

therefore has a fixed position in the new coordinate f.

(c) The transformation £ —► x(£) is regular at all £ G R, except at £ G 7rZ (i.e.

at the free boundary). At £ = 0 one has the following relations:

vit,f)=vxit,e^-±^-e+oie),

i.e.,

Ví(í,0)=0,

^f = ^-vx(t,Ç_) + o(l),
sine; 2

^ = ^(U-)+o(D,
sin  £ 4

and at £ = -it one obtains similar relations.
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(d) If vx(t,ç±) is nonzero, then the relations above imply that V(t, £)/sin2 £ is

strictly positive on R, so that (3) becomes uniformly parabolic.

So (3) is a nondegenerate parabolic equation. The price we have to pay for

eliminating the degeneracy in (2) is the occurrence of singularities in first order

terms (i.e. cot(f) • V^, and V^/sin £) in the equations.

Equation (3) by itself is not enough to describe the time development of v(t, x):

one needs equations for c+ and ç'_.

These may be derived from the condition Vt(t, Ö) = Vt{t,ir) = 0 {t > 0) and from

(3). One obtains

where £+ = it and £_ = 0.

If we now regard V, Ç+ and Ç- as independent variables then (3) and (4) give us

an initial value problem for (V, c+, C- ) • In order to state our local existence result

we have to introduce a number of Banach spaces.

For 0 < 6 < 1 define

E0,e = {Ve he{R) : V{t) = V{t + 2ir) = V(~t) and V{0) = V(tt) = 0},

£liS = ii2+9(R)n%.

Here /is(R) denotes the little Holder space of exponent s G R\Z.

Furthermore let Xo,e and Ai^ be defined by

AM = £M©R2        (¿==0,1),

and consider the open subset Og of X\ß given by

Og = {(V,C-,Ç+) G Xlte I C- < í+,V(fí > 0 for 0 < £ < 7T

and V«(0),V£€(*)>()}.

We remind the reader that, due to the singularity of the transformation t —* x,

one has V^^(0) — |(?+ — Ç-)vx(t,Ç-), so that the condition V^ > 0 at Ç — 0,it is

equivalent to vx ^ 0 at x = ç±.

The initial value problem (3), (4) may now be written as

(5) w'it) = F{w{t))

where F: 0$ —* Xo,e is given by

F{V,c+,i-) = {Vt,Z+,Z-).

In [2] we prove the following result:

THEOREM 2. F: Og —> Xo,g is a real analytic map. For each w e Og the

Fréchet derivative cfF(w), seen as an unbounded operator in Xo,a with domain

Xi,a (0 < or < $), is the generator of an analytic semigroup.

The proof of this theorem is rather long, and the larger part of the proof is de-

voted to the problem of showing that rfF(w) generates an analytic semigroup. Using

various perturbation theorems this problem may be reduced to that of showing that

. x / d \2     b(x) d
A = a(x)    —      + -LJ- -7- 0 < x < oo

\dxJ x   dx
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with 0 < a,a  l,b G h6i[0, oo)), generates an analytic semigroup in fte([0, oo)) if

one takes

dom(A) = {ue h2+0i[O,oo)) | u'(0) = 0}.

This is done in [2a] by explicitly constructing the resolvent of A.

Given Theorem 2 we can directly apply the theory of Da Prato and Grisvard [7].

We get the following

THEOREM 3.  F: Og —* Xo,g generates a local semiflow on 0$.

Although they do not state this explicitly it follows at once from Da Prato and

Grisvard's theory [7], especially the proof of Theorem 4.1 in p. 356) that, if F

depends smoothly on a parameter A (in some Banach space), then the solution also

depends smoothly on X (one uses the Implicit Function Theorem). In particular, if

F depends analytically on A then so does w (in the C([0,T];X\ß) topology).

Since wiXt) (for A G R+) is a solution of w'{t) = AF(w(i)), and (A,u>) i—► XF(w)

is a real analytic map from R+ x Og to Aq^, w(Xt) G C([0,T];Xit$) depends

analytically on A. Hence, for t > 0, w(t) is real analytic. In particular, ç+ and c_

are real analytic on (0, T). This completes the first step of the proof of Theorem 1.

3. Global analyticity. For any wq G Og we have shown that there exists

a maximal solution w: [0,imax) —* Og of (5).  In this section we shall prove that

'max — -(-OO.

It is a standard result from the theory of local semifiows that imax = +00 if the

following holds: for any finite t < imax the set {w(s) | 0 < s < t} is precompact

in Og. Since Og is an open subset of X\¿ we therefore have to verify that the set

{w(s)| 0 < s < t} stays away from the boundary of Og, and is precompact in the

larger space Ai^.

The orbit segment will certainly stay away from the boundary of Og, since it is

known that C-(i) is always strictly less than C+(í), V(í,£) is strictly positive on

0 < £ < 7T and V^it, £) is strictly positive at £ = 0 and £ = n (here we use the fact

that our solutions coincide with the weak solutions of the porous media equation).

To prove £max = +00 it therefore suffices to prove that w(s) = (V(s, •), 0-(s),

Of (s)) remains in a compact subset of Ai^ as long as s < t for any finite t < tmax.

Since the free boundaries C±(s) are bounded on bounded time intervals, this gives

us the following criterion for global existence.

LEMMA. //, for any t < imax, the set {V(s, -)| 0 < s < t} is precompact in

h2+e(R) then imax = +00.

To obtain this precompactness we shall derive on a priori bound on a Holder norm

of V^(£, •), higher than h6. Since the solution is C°° away from the boundary we

can obtain such an a priori estimate through a local study of the equation near the

boundary.

In order to do this we return to equation (2) and introduce new coordinates {y, t)

which are related to (x, t) via

v{x,t) = \y2.

Using the result of Cafferelli and Friedman [5], which says that vx is uniformly

continuous up to the boundary, one easily verifies that for fixed t the coordinates £
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and y are C1 functions of each other, up to the boundary and uniformly in bounded

¿-intervals.

Therefore Holder continuity of V^i, •) with respect to £ is the same as Holder

continuity with respect to y. In what follows we shall derive an a priori bound on

the Holder norm of V^(t, ■) with respect to y.

First we derive an equation for vx, as a function of y and t. Differentiating the

relation 2v = y2 gives

pxy = yt

q   ■   {Xy)2   +  P  ■   Xyy    =   1,

vt + p ■ xt = 0,

where p = vx and q = vxx. Thus we obtain

, 1
~xt = \ypy + ^—{P-

Using p ■ Xy — y this gives the following equation for p:

i  2 Í       ,  m + lpy

which holds whenever p ^ 0. Now let to < ¿max be a finite given number. It is

known that p is continuous up to the free boundary (Caffarelli and Friedman [5])

so that there is a small n > 0 such that (6) holds on 0 < t < to, 0 < y < n. On

the curve y = n the function p(t,y) is C°°, say p(t,n) — cj>(t). Then we have the

following initial-boundary value problem

Pt = \p2(pyy+r^7— ),    0 < t < t0, \y\ < v,
\ rn     i y j

(7) { p(t,n) = <j)(t), 0<t<to,

p(t,-y)=p(t,+y), \y\<r¡,

. PÍO,y), given.

This equation is quasilinear, so that we may use the existence and regularity theory

of Amann [1], or Angenent [2b]. In order to do this however, we must get rid of

the inhomogeneous boundary condition p — <¡>ít). Therefore we define a differential

operator

\dy)

2     rn+ll d

m — 1 y dy'

and we choose a C°° function ipit,y) which satisfies

t/){t,-y) = ip{t,y),

ißt = k^Airp)    forO<t<t0,aty = ri

and

ip{t,r¡) = 4>it),        0<t<t0.

Such a function may be defined in terms of <p(t) and <fi'(t) along (e.g. for a suitable

choice of k G R,

««.to-*w+*3$ U-(i
is such a function).
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(8)

Next we write p = P + ip, and we obtain the following equations for P:

( Pt = ±(P + TP)2A(P) + ±(P + ^)2A(ip)-iPu

P(«,<7) = 0,

P{t,-y) = P{t,y),

b P{t, 0) given.

This equation can be written as

(Pt = L{P,t)P + f{P,t),

\ PÍO) given,

where L(P, t) is the differential operator given by \(P + ip)2 ■ A.  This operator

works in the space

E0,g = {Pe he([-V, +n\) I P{-y) = P(y), P{V) = 0}

and has domain

Ehg = {Pe h2+6í[n, rj\) n Eo,g | {AP){f¡) = 0}.

The mapping (P, £) h+ /(P, t) = \ (P+tp)2A(ip)-ipt is well defined from E0,g x [0, i0]

to Eo,g- In [2a] we prove the following

LEMMA. For t e [0, io] and P G £0,0 suca í/iaí p2 = (P + tp)2 is strictly positive

the operator L(P,t) generates an analytic semigroup in Eo,a (0 < o < 0).

The theory in [1 or 2b] then implies the following local existence theorem.

THEOREM. If PÍO, y) belongs to hei[0, T]]) then problem (7) has a local solution.

If this local solution remains bounded in he then it is defined for 0 < t < to-

The solutions produced by this theorem are smooth up to the boundary (see [1,

2a]). In fact the theory in [1 or 2b] says that p(i, ■) G h2+e. A careful computation

shows that

VW=£j^COS(a.p-r(£t^8in^    .q

and q = p ■ py/y.

If p e h2+e, then the first term is a C1 function of £. Except for a constant

factor the second term may be written as

2    c2. .   _.,,        /sine;\      t
ism02q= [-f-J     jPPy

Since i£2/y)y = 2(£/t/) • £y — i£,/y)2, the expression Ç2/y is a C1 function of y or

£. Hence p G h2+e implies that V¿£ is a C1 function of £. This was the a priori

bound on V^ we needed to prove global analyticity. The only thing we still have

to do is get an a priori bound on ||p||/,«.

There are two ways of obtaining a bound for ||p||/i<>-

The first is to use a result of Aronson and Vazquez [4] which states that after the

waiting time q — vxx is a bounded function (up to the boundary). Since py = yq/p,

boundedness of q implies that p is C1 up to the boundary, and therefore certainly

he for any 6 e (0,1).
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The other method does not use the result of Aronson and Vazquez, but the

continuity result of Caffarelli and Friedman [5]. This result states that pit,y) is

continuous up to y = 0 (i.e. we have an a priori bound on the modulus of continuity

of p). We may choose n so small that for given £ > 0 and T > 0

\pít,y)-pit,0)\<£\pít,0)\

holds for \y\ < n and 0 < t < T.
Now note that r = py satisfies the equation

/p2 /        m- 1 r\\

r'=U  \r" + —l-y))y

Therefore

7tlol2r2dy=Iorrtdy

[ p2 /        m + lr\]n      f" p2 ( 2     m + lrrv\   ,

Jo    2\ m-í   y J
Apply the Hardy-type inequality

rv r rv
0 < /    -rydy<2      iry)2 dy,

Jo y Jo
in order to get

jtf\dy<C-ÍpíO,t) + OÍ£))j\2ydy<C

if e is small enough. Thus we find that

/   r2dy< f  riO,y)2dy + 2C-t.
Jo Jo

Therefore p remains bounded in H1, and, because of the inclusion H1 <—» h1/2, p

remains bounded in hxl2.

REMARKS. 1. Although the second method makes the proof self-contained (ex-

cept for the Caffarelli-Friedman result) it has the drawback that we have to assume

that p belongs to H1 for some t > 0. The Aronson-Vazquez result guarantees that

for any initial value of the porous media equation vxx eventually becomes bounded.

2. Our local analysis of the free boundary also applies for t G (f_,oo) or t G

(í+,oo), where t± are the waiting times of the free boundaries. Thus we recover

the results of Aronson and Vazquez [4], and Höllig and Kreiss [6] :

THEOREM.   On (i+,oo) c+ is C°°.

By contrast analyticity seems to be a global property (at least in our approach),

and we cannot improve upon Theorem 1.
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